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A little *Manuel of Marbles and Marble-Working*, from the French, has been issued by Messrs. Sheldon, Blakeman & Co., which, in an unpretending way, gives a solid handful of information. It is a book of a class numerous and in constant use in the old countries, concisely narrating the experience and present methods of mankind in each art. For want of such here, we stupidly reexperiment, and repeat, on Broadway, blunders a century old. There be marbles and marbles, for instance, and for our Washington monuments at Baltimore and Washington there have been chosen glittering stones, which, with ten years’ exposure, go cracking and crumbling to pieces. The material in the new works of the Capitol we have heard severely criticized. A brief appendix upon American marbles confirms the statement in our issue of October, 1854, that we have no need to send abroad for the finest statuary marbles. We continue, however, to depend upon Carrara – having paid last year two hundred and thirty thousand dollars for foreign marbles. We note, as two crumbs of comfort, that, in Glen’s Falls, two hundred and seventy-five saws are cutting out black mantels, and that the quarries of Vermont yield annually a round million of dollars.”
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